INNOVATIVE
NewsWriter

With No imagesetter, No Film, No Film processor, no exposure units and no developing chemistry or plate
processor for that matter, you can eliminate your chemcial disposal costs, significantly reduce your energy
costs AND improve your working environment by installing a NewsWriter for your plate production.
The only costs you do have, are the plate, the imaging fluid and a maintenance fluid.
To give you a guide as to how much it really will cost to image your plates with an iCtP NewsWriter, and the
productivity, please find below 4 samples, for each sample we have calculated the exact imaging cost
(including the iCtP Liquid Dot (the actual ink) and the iCtP Maintenance Fluid.)
Imaging cost per job

One Color
22” x 12 ½“

Four Color
22” x 12 ½“

Four Color
22” x 25“

Four Color
22” x 34“

Sample 1
$0.89 Avg/plate

Sample 2
$0.81 Avg/plate

Sample 3
$0.95 Avg/plate

Sample 4
$0.99 Avg/plate

The productivity of the iCtP NewsWriter is dependent upon the imaging mode you select, your NewsPaper
job size and the image type. The following table gives an indication in both High Speed and in High
Quality imaging modes, the productivity based upon the typical jobs shown above.*
Productivity

17 plates / hr

18 plates / hr

13 plates / hr

11 plates / hr

Avg (High Speed)

Avg (High Speed)

Avg (High Speed)

Avg (High Speed)

9 plates / hr

9 plates / hr

8 plates / hr

7 plates / hr

Avg (Quality Mode)

Avg (Quality Mode)

Avg (Quality Mode) Avg (Quality Mode)

NewsWriter plates are available under bulk purchase contracts of 500 pieces, below is just a
small selection of the formats available along with the price per plate.

Prices of the plates

Type of machine

Size

Plate price

RockWell/Goss - Metro

14 7/8” x 23 3/8” (378 x 594mm)

$2.35

Diddie Glaser - Webcom 700

17 3/8” x 23

(441 x 589mm)

$2.72

RockWell/Goss - Metroliner (2 page)

22

x 28 7/8” (569 x 733mm)

$4.36

K&B-Nebiolo - Invicta 28

24 7/32” x 28

RockWell/Goss - Cosmo

23 1/8” x 29 7/8” (587 x 759mm)

Harris/NewsPaper - N-1600

13/ ”
32

23

13/ ”
64

13/ ”
64

11/ ”
32

(615 x 720mm)

x 30” (589 x 762mm)

$4.63
$4.66
$4.69

RockWell/Goss - Community

23 1/16” x 35” (586 x 889mm)

$5.44

Solna/King - Colour King (web)

24 5/8” x 36” (625 x 914mm)

$5.97

* These figures are calculated using the above jobs as examples, and are intended as a guide for typical types of work. Actual imaging
costs and productivity will vary depending upon your jobs. Plate costs shown are based on 8 (0.20mm) gauge plate thickness.

